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About My Team

• Primary advisor: Jidong Zhai
• 6 members as the official team
  • Backup members taking part in usual training
• Actively encourage students with different majors, experiences or other characteristics to join us
• Champion of SC15, ISC15/17/18, ASC15/17/18 competitions
Our Preparation

• Deeply analyze the applications
  • Typically 2~3 members for each application
  • Understand the background knowledge
  • Go over the documentations
  • Massively try different methods to run
  • ......

• Discuss with graduate students and domain experts

• Fully communicate with sponsor
  • Decide the hardware configuration, etc.
How This Affect Me

• Opportunity to try the most advanced computing hardware
• Learn a lot about compiling, optimizing and running strategies
• Develop interest in HPC
  • I will continue to study in HPC after graduation
• Learn teamwork and make great friends